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Resources About NFTs 

🚨 Here you can find the resources about NFTs and what is the future of the NFTs and everything in between. 

🔑 This is a resource available for everyone and it is curated by me, Melvin Raj to cover the topic of understanding NFTs 
and write about it on my website. You can check out my blog at melvinraj.com 

 

Resources

Name Description Url Tag

NFTs for
Beginners:
Everything
You Need to
Know About
The Latest
Crypto Craze

A deep dive of
the technology
and use cases
of NFTs along
with a huge
research on
how and
where to get
started

https://www.websiteplanet.com/blog/nft-guide/ NFT

Stories,
Scarcity and
Mimetic
Desire

This article is
about how
NFTs are not
at their best
use yet. It will
be more than
what it is
today but in a
way, we all will
be using it.

https://thecontrol.co/stories-scarcity-and-mimetic-desire-c4a344fa74e1 NFT

The Non-
Fungible
Token Bible:
Everything
you need to
know about
NFTs

Everything
about the
NFTs are
explained here
in detail. The
details are
from the
history, the
backend
structures and
architecture of
NFTs.

https://opensea.io/blog/guides/non-fungible-tokens/ NFT

NFTs and a
Thousand
True Fans

This article
explains the
1000 true fans
article by
Kevin Kelly
but in
perspective of
nfts.

https://future.a16z.com/nfts-thousand-true-fans/
NFT

Thousa

https://www.melvinraj.com/
https://www.notion.so/NFTs-for-Beginners-Everything-You-Need-to-Know-About-The-Latest-Crypto-Craze-62060e96e29a4304ad5f56605d19aea6
https://www.websiteplanet.com/blog/nft-guide/
https://www.notion.so/Stories-Scarcity-and-Mimetic-Desire-8c9c82eb33e94283b2930649505c188f
https://thecontrol.co/stories-scarcity-and-mimetic-desire-c4a344fa74e1
https://www.notion.so/The-Non-Fungible-Token-Bible-Everything-you-need-to-know-about-NFTs-442855ebb0874f31adddf34f86dc6413
https://opensea.io/blog/guides/non-fungible-tokens/
https://www.notion.so/NFTs-and-a-Thousand-True-Fans-b0942066e0d24c778a990e7c5a8d311a
https://future.a16z.com/nfts-thousand-true-fans/
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Name Description Url Tag

The Music
Industry is
Waking Up to
Ethereum

The
conversation
about Digital
art and music
NFTs.

https://thecontrol.co/the-music-industry-is-waking-up-to-ethereum-fe93200b4c65
Future o

NFT Po

Why are
NFTs
interesting?

Understanding
Tokens and
NFTs in the
future while
this article is
focused on
gaming.

https://linda.mirror.xyz/df649d61efb92c910464a4e74ae213c4cab150b9cbcc4b7fb6090fc77881a95d Future o

All about
NFTs

This article
from a16z and
a conversation
podcast will
give you a
better
knowledge.

https://future.a16z.com/podcasts/nfts-explainer/ NFT

Creators,
Communities,
and the Gray
Space in the
Middle

The article
explaining the
in-betweens of
NFTs and
people and
cultures.

https://www.nichanank.com/blog/2020/10/9/gray-space-in-the-middle NFT

NFTs Need
an Audience:
Utility,
Consumption
and Building
New Worlds

The line from
the article is -
we have yet to
really build out
how you
consume,
display and
enjoy your
collection as
anything more
than just
storing it in
your closet or
vault or
purchasing it
on an
exchange.

https://darkstar.mirror.xyz/bOWhYyX4u5mY0AfY-ObnQSOOcMVEmJQPVUFSw1qJsdc Utilities

Musicians
Meet Audio
NFTs

This is an intro
to music
(audio being
NFTs)

https://coopahtroopa-eth.medium.com/musicians-meet-audio-nfts-aa495cfd2996 Music N

Devendra
Banhart on
the unfolding
possibilities
of mixed-
media NFTs.

The interview
article of
musician
Devendra
Banhart.

https://foundation.app/blog/devendra-banhart Music N

https://www.notion.so/The-Music-Industry-is-Waking-Up-to-Ethereum-0a0643d04ecc44f6b9769a5fdd6aacbf
https://thecontrol.co/the-music-industry-is-waking-up-to-ethereum-fe93200b4c65
https://www.notion.so/Why-are-NFTs-interesting-8dbb94c178fa42d7b5faeb0d9a7b3569
https://linda.mirror.xyz/df649d61efb92c910464a4e74ae213c4cab150b9cbcc4b7fb6090fc77881a95d
https://www.notion.so/All-about-NFTs-8f7f5af66acb469cbac9d6d0746d3ade
https://future.a16z.com/podcasts/nfts-explainer/
https://www.notion.so/Creators-Communities-and-the-Gray-Space-in-the-Middle-c9ac2ce1b3af4ffbb2671eace1db1411
https://www.nichanank.com/blog/2020/10/9/gray-space-in-the-middle
https://www.notion.so/NFTs-Need-an-Audience-Utility-Consumption-and-Building-New-Worlds-021dfed22fdb45d0bc21f25862b5a13f
https://darkstar.mirror.xyz/bOWhYyX4u5mY0AfY-ObnQSOOcMVEmJQPVUFSw1qJsdc
https://www.notion.so/Musicians-Meet-Audio-NFTs-570a8e36c2e846d8a1163f57f2b5af10
https://coopahtroopa-eth.medium.com/musicians-meet-audio-nfts-aa495cfd2996
https://www.notion.so/Devendra-Banhart-on-the-unfolding-possibilities-of-mixed-media-NFTs-de25a85f2658431487d725bd54b17656
https://foundation.app/blog/devendra-banhart

